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1. Food vulnerability in the EU and in FR 

2. Food waste in the EU and in FR 

3. food solidarity and food waste reduction: 

crossroad of circular, sharing, social & 

solidarity economies 

4. creates food solidarity areas 

5. digital platform helps to introduce 

sustainable non-profit stakehoders 

6. digital platform helps to measure / 

monitor social impact 
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1. Food vulnerability in the EU and in FR 

2. Food waste in the EU and in FR 

3. food solidarity and food waste reduction: 

crossroad of circular, sharing, social & 

solidarity economies 

4. creates food solidarity spaces 
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sustainable non-profit stakehoders 

6. digital platform helps to measure / 

monitor social impact 
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Food solidarity areas 

 

1. For students 

2. For migrants/refugees 

3. For single women, or with children 

4. Around social grocery stores (push : 

grocery stores could ask, through the 

platform, for missing food, brought to or 

collected around the location via electric 

scooter) 

5. Etc. 

 

 



Test : Paris 11 & Paris 18 



Paris 11 – Palais de la femme 



Paris 18 – Cooperative La Louve 
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CHANGE 
Nov  2016 

B to C 

B to A/B CSR 

C to A 

C to C 

Some actors in FR 

CSR 
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